
Handwriting must use the correct formation, 

should be cursive, even, correctly spaced and flu-

ent.  Writers can begin to develop their own style. 

Narrative Writing 

 

Your story should be written  using the following 

techniques: 

-Paragraphs: Vary connectives within paragraphs to 

build cohesion ; use change of place, time and ac-

tion to link ideas across paragraphs. 

-Use of time slips– both forward and backward 

-Vocabulary and dialogue used to move the story 

on 

-Managed shifts in formality 

-Varied story openings: flash backs; dialogue be-

tween characters; straight into action; a question to 

the reader; description of character or setting 

-Build-up –development of suspense techniques   

-Problem / Dilemma –may be more than one prob-

lem to be resolved  

-Resolution –clear links with dilemma  

-Ending –character could reflect on events,; morals 

or lessons; cliff hanger; look to the future; ask a 

question; relate back to start 
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Writing 

Writing a Persuasive Text 

-Titles implies a viewpoint 

-Reasons need to support viewpoint 

-Facts and evidence need to support reasons 

-Connectives are needed to link ideas (however, fur-

thermore, in addition, therefore) 

-Persuasive devices  are used (obviously, without doubt, 

it is clear, undoubtedly, there is no reason, there can be 

no question) 

-Powerful adjectives used for impact 

-Rhetorical questions used to make the reader think 

-Conclusion summarised the case and states a clear 

opinion 

Some persuasive texts such as adverts frequently use: 

- Word repetition 

- Word alliteration 

- Emotional language 

- Strong argument 

- Bold, colourful, capitalised font 

Writing a Journalistic Report 
-Use the past tense  
-The report is usually the near past (yesterday or last 
week) 
-Use the third person 
-Do not include your own opinions 
-Include quotations from experts or people involved 
-Use reported speech as well as direct speech 
-Begin with a snappy eye catching headline 
-The first paragraph is called the lead paragraph and is 
an overview of the whole article (who, what, when, 
why where and how) 
-Final paragraph: summarises the story; looks to the 
future; asks a question 
-Can include a photograph with a caption 

Writing a Play Script 

NO INVERTED 

COMMAS 

NEEDED 



A SENTENCE must make sense.  Re-organising sen-
tences using clauses can create interest and effect 

Accurate, basic PUNCTUATION is vital 
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To add interest to 
your writing you 
can use: 

Personification 

Alliteration 

Onomatopoeia  

Metaphors 

Similes 

Higher level Punctuation should be used whenever you can 

Colons– at the start of a list and to separate two inde-
pendent clauses 
Semi-colons– to separate phrases in a list and two inde-
pendent clauses 
Bullet points– at the start of each item in a list 
Dashes– same as a colon but less formal 
Hyphens– to avoid ambiguity between two words 
Brackets—to add information 
Parenthesis– brackets, commas and dashes 

Direct Speech: “Time for 

bed,” said Mum. 

Reported Speech:  Mum said 

that it was time for bed. 

SPELLINGS TO LEARN 

GRAMMAR TO USE AND LEARN 



Reading and Poetry 

A Poem to Learn 
 

In Flanders Fields  

By John McCrae  

 

In Flanders fields the poppies blow 

Between the crosses, row on row, 

    That mark our place; and in the sky 

    The larks, still bravely singing, fly 

Scarce heard amid the guns below. 

 

We are the Dead. Short days ago 

We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow, 

    Loved and were loved, and now we lie, 

        In Flanders fields. 

 

Take up our quarrel with the foe: 

To you from failing hands we throw 

    The torch; be yours to hold it high. 

    If ye break faith with us who die 

We shall not sleep, though poppies grow 

        In Flanders fields. 

 

Book Challenge– read these books before you move 
into year 6 and write a review of each of them 
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Poetry Terms and Tools to help with reading and composing poetry  

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/john-mccrae


Reading and Poetry 

A Poem to Learn 
The Tyger 

By William Blake - 1757-1827 

 

Tyger! Tyger! burning bright 

In the forests of the night, 

What immortal hand or eye 

Could frame thy fearful symmetry? 

 

In what distant deeps or skies 

Burnt the fire of thine eyes? 

On what wings dare he aspire? 

What the hand, dare sieze the fire? 

 

And what shoulder, & what art, 

Could twist the sinews of thy heart? 

And when thy heart began to beat, 

What dread hand? & what dread feet? 

 

What the hammer? what the chain? 

In what furnace was thy brain? 

What the anvil? what dread grasp 

Dare its deadly terrors clasp? 

 

When the stars threw down their spears, 

And water'd heaven with their tears, 

Did he smile his work to see? 

Did he who made the Lamb make thee? 

 

Tyger! Tyger! burning bright 

In the forests of the night, 

What immortal hand or eye 

Dare frame thy fearful symmetry? 

 
 

 

Book Challenge– read these books before you leave and 
write a review of each of them 
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Vocabulary Questions 
-Find two words which describe the setting. 
-What other words could the author use to 
describe the main character? 
-How has the author’s choice of words made 
you feel about a character? Why? 

Retrieval Questions 
-Where does the story take place? 
-Who are the characters in the book? 
-Through whose eyes is the story told? 
-When is the story set? What evidence 
can you find to justify this? 

Summarising Questions 
-What’s the main point in the first paragraph? 
-Summarise the main events in the story so 
far. 
-What is the most important sentence in the 
last section you read? Explain your reasons.  
-Explain what happened on the last page you 
read in twelve words or less. 

Inference Questions 
How does the main character feel in the 
book? How do you know? 
How was the setting the author chose 
important to the story? Explain your view. 
Why has the character acted in the way 
they have? What clues suggest this? 
What lesson did the character learn? 

Prediction Questions 
-Using the front cover, what do you 
think this book will be about? Why? 
-What might happen next in the story?  
-What challenges do you think the char-
acters might face? What i-Information 
suggests this? 

Language Questions 
What adjectives has the author used 
to describe the main character? What 
does this tell you about their personali-
ty? 
Which words do you like best from the 
last section you read? Why? 
Find an example of figurative language 
in the text (simile, metaphor, personifi-
cation)- what effect does this create? 

Types of questions you will need to answer in a reading comprehension  

https://poets.org/poet/william-blake

